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About the competitive advantage, academe and entrepreneur are 
always studying and discussing this question. Different persons have 
different opinions, some people think product quality and price are the 
competitive advantages of enterprise, and others think service, famous 
brand and innovation are. In this paper, I will discuss this question in other 
means. I think time is also the competitive advantage of enterprise and the 
source of it.   
In today’s world, the market of product was transformed from 
sellers-based to buyers-based, the products’ supplying is more than 
demanding, and the consumers are strict with every aspect of products. The 
sellers must customize products for buyers, so as to satisfy the demands of 
customers. In doing so, sellers can continue to survive. Therefore, time is 
the aim of every seller to chase. Whoever gets the time promptly, and who 
can win the customers and the competitive advantage. 
This dissertation includes three chapters as follows: 
Chapter one: The Evolution of enterprise competitive advantage. 
Introduce competition 、enterprise competition and enterprise competitve 
advantage and its notion, feature as well as characteristics.  
Chapter two: Time-based Enterprise Competitive tactics. In this 
chapter, we will give a detail of competition about a time-based company, 
from raw material buying, producing, inventory, selling to innovation. 
Chapter three: Realizing time-based competitive tactics for Dell. On 














through the traditional rigidly ranking systems and information can be 
transformed at different level of company. On time-based competitive 
supply chain: Dell Company utilises absolutely sale. On time-based 
competitive means: Dell Company utilises information technology 
thoroughly, and from buying、 producing、selling to post-sales services, IT 
plays an important role in whole business processes. 
Conclusions: Summarize the competitive tactics of time-based 
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第一章  企业竞争优势的演变 





















                                                        
① 胡大立：《企业竞争力论》，经济管理出版社，2001年，P1。 
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